Abstract. Machine learning has found widespread implementations and applications in many different domains in our life. However, as the big data era is coming, some traditional machine learning techniques cannot satisfy the requirements of real-time processing for large volumes of data. In response, machine learning needs to reinvent itself for big data. In this article, we provide a review of machine learning for big data processing in recent studies. Firstly, a discussion about big data is presented, followed by the analysis of the new characteristics of machine learning in the context of big data. Then, we propose a feasible reference framework for dealing with big data based on machine learning techniques. Finally, several research challenges and open issues are addressed.
Introduction
Machine learning is a field of study that gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed, aiming to understand computational mechanisms by which experience can lead to improved performance [1] . It is a highly interdisciplinary field building upon ideas from many different kinds of domains. In the past decades, machine learning has covered almost every domain of our life which is so pervasive that you probably use it dozens of times a day without knowing it. It is primarily influencing the broader world through its implementation in a wide range of applications, which has brought great impact on the science and society [2] . A great number of machine learning algorithms have been proposed in the last decades, such as neural network, decision tree, support vector machine, k-nearest-neighbor, genetic algorithms, Q-learning, etc.. They have been used in diverse domains such as pattern recognition, robotics, natural language processing, and autonomous control systems [3, 4] .
Machine learning is a rather efficient mathematics, based on statistical algorithms that can analyze large volume of diverse data sources. However, as the time for big data is coming, the collection of data sets is so large and complex that it is difficult to deal with using traditional data processing tools and models. As a result, some traditional machine learning techniques are unsuitable to this condition and cannot satisfy the requirements of real-time processing and storage for big data. Thus this needs us to explore some new methods with the power of distributed storage and parallel computing to analyze and deal with big data. In previous work, scholars mainly focused on two aspects of researches: i) one was to design a kind of distributed parallel computing framework or platform for fast dealing with big data, such as MapReduce [5] , Dryad [6] , Graphlab [7] , Hadoop [8] , Haloop [9] , and Twister [19] , etc.; ii) the other was to propose a sort of new algorithms to solve a class of determined big data problems. For example, He Q et al. applied parallel extreme learning machine for dealing with regression problems based on MapReduce [10] . In [11] , the authors developed a low-complexity subspace learning to handle the incomplete streaming big data. Some researchers also applied the dictionary learning for sparse representation of big data [12, 13] . However, to date, there are relatively few discussions that systemically and deeply analyze the new characteristics of machine learning in the age of big data and provide the corresponding methods based on machine learning for dealing with big data. Therefore, in this paper, we mainly study the methods of handling big data based on machine learning and design a reasonable framework model for big data processing. The main work of this article can be summarized as follows: l We firstly give a brief review of big data and summarize five key words to characterize it, i.e., volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value. l We then systemically and deeply analyze the new features of machine learning in the context of big data. Several possible solutions to tackling big data challenges are also discussed. l We finally design a kind of reference framework, which is based on machine learning with the power of distributed storage and parallel computing, for fast processing big data.
An Overview of Big Data
We now live in an era of data deluge where large volumes of data are accumulating in all aspects of our lives. Data streams coming from diverse domains contribute to the emerging paradigm of big data. It may be a great opportunity for the big data scientist amongst the vast amount and array of data. By discovering associations, analyzing patterns and predicting trends within the data, big data has the potential to change our society and improve the quality of our life. Big data typically refers to the following three types based on data sources from physical, cyber, and social worlds: l Nature data: we can imagine that data coming from the nature in our earth will be a great potential data source, such as satellite data from outer space. l Life data: it is a big project on the study of biological body, especially the exploration on the human body still have a lot of challenges, such as biological data. l Sociality data: with the fast development of digital mobile products and network, large volumes of sociality data are generating every day in our life, such as voice abd video data. As shown in Fig. 1 , big data can be characterized by five keywords: volume, variety, velocity, veracity and value. In the following, we will discuss each characteristic in detail. l Volume. Volume relates to the size of data and is the primary attribute of big data [3] . It has been an indisputable fact that enormous amounts of data have been being continually generated at unprecedented scales from diverse domains in our life. The constant flow of new data accumulating at unprecedented rates brings great challenges to the traditional processing infrastructure in the side of effective capture, storage and manipulation of large volumes of data. It requires high scalability of data management and mining tools. l Variety. Variety means the different types of data [14] . Big data is generally from different sources which inherently possesses a lot of different formations including structured, unstructured and semi-structured representation forms. Mining such a heterogeneous dataset, the great challenge is perceivable, constructing a single model will not result in good-enough mining results. It is expected that specialized, more complex and multi-model systems to be constructed. l Velocity. In general, the produced unprecedented data every day are often continuously generating in the form of streams that require being processed in real time or at a rapid pace [22] . In special time, we must finish some tasks within a certain period of time, otherwise, the processing results become less valuable or even worthless. To tackle this challenge, the key idea is to develop parallel processing techniques to handle data in parallelization. l Veracity. It can be characterized as data accuracy [22] . In the era of big data, we may receive data from different fields with incomplete information in a great probability. These incomplete, uncertainty and dynamic data sources from many different origins greatly influence the quality of data. Therefore, the accuracy and trust of the source data quickly become a serious issue for concern. To solve this problem, data validation and provenance tracing become more and more important for data procesing systems. l Value. The rise of big data is driven by the rapid development of artificial intelligence, machine learning and data mining technologies, presenting such a process: analyzing the data for information, extracting the information into knowledge and facilitating decision and action for acquiring desired values based on the knowledge. It is likely panning for gold in the sand to get valid values in terms of big data. Therefore, how to use the robust machine learning algorithms to achieve the value purification of data more quickly has become an urgent problem to be solved at present big data background [28] . While big data brings great opportunities, unpredictable challenges are on the way at the same time.
It cannot be stored, analyzed and processed by traditional data management technologies and requires adaptation of some new workflows, platforms and architectures [14] . The field of machine learning which is useful to accomplish tasks of prediction, classification, and association about large amounts of data, is getting more and more attention from researchers in the current time. However, as the big data era is coming, some characteristics of big data will bring great challenges to the traditional machine learning methods. As a result, machine learning has to be provided with some new features to handle the problems that big data bringing. These new performances need to be systemically analyzed and deeply investigated.
New Features of Machine Learning with Big Data
In order to deal with the potential chanlleges posed by big data, machine learning has to possess some new properties compared with the traditional learning systems and techniques. In this section, we will highlight three aspects of abilities that are useful to deal with big data problems for machine learning techniques in detail, i.e., sparse representation and feature selection, mining structured relations, high scalability and high speed.
Feature Selection and Sparse Representation. Datasets with high-dimensional features have become increasingly common in big data scenarios. For the high-dimensional data, it is difficult to handle by using traditional data processing methods. Therefore, effective dimension reduction is increasingly viewed as a necessary step in dealing with these problems. In terms of high-dimensional big data, we highlight the feature selection and sparse representation methods for machine learning techniques, which are two commonly adopted approaches in dealing with high-dimensional data.
Feature selection is a key issue in building robust data processing models through the process of selecting a subset of meaningful features. Typically, many sparse based supervised binary feature selection methods can be written as the approximation of the following problem [16] 
where b is the learned biased scalar, 1 n× ∈ 1  is a column vector with all 1 entries,
is the training data,
is the binary label, and k is the number of the feature selected. While the multi-class feature selection is to learn the the bias  are the corresponding class labels. For some datasets with extremely large data dimension, feature selection is very necessary and useful to reduce the redundancy of features and alleviate the curse of dimensionality.
How to represent a big data set is another fundamental problem in dealing with high dimensional data. It should be able to help visualize the data, to construct better statistical models, and to improve prediction accuracy through mapping the high dimensional data into the underlying low dimensional manifold. And for high-dimensional big data, a sparse data representation is more and more important for many algorithms. Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in the study of sparse representation of data. In [15] , the authors introduced the K-SVD algorithm for adapting dictionaries so as to represent data sparsely. Some optimization algorithms based on K-SVD algorithm have been also gradually proposed, such as the incremental K-SVD (IK-SVD) algorithm [12] , distributed dictionary learning method [13] , etc.. Through applying these methods, machine learning can achieve appropriate data representation for many big data processing tasks. With the power of feature selection and sparse representation, machine learning systems can better deal with high-dimensional big data by means of dimensionality reduction.
Mining Structured Relations. Big data is generally from different sources with obviously heterogeneous types including structured, unstructured and semi-structured representation forms. Dealing with such a heterogeneous dataset, the great challenge is perceivable, thus machine learning system needs infer the structure behind the data when it is not known beforehand. One way of structuring data is to discover the relevance based on inherent data properties through structured learning and structured prediction.
Structured machine learning refers to learning structured assumption from data with rich internal structure usually in the form of different relations [17] . In many structured learning problems, the primary inference task is to compute the variable F and F can be defined as follows [17] :
where X and Y are the input structure and output structure respectively, and Θ are the parameters of the scoring function Φ . In terms of structured prediction, several frameworks have been developed in the past, such as conditional random fields (CRFs), structured support vector machines (SSVMs), and their generalizations [16] . In order to design a feasible structured prediction model, we are given a data set 1 (,) {} N iii Dxs = = for training, where i x χ ∈ denotes the input space object and i sS ∈ represents structured label space object. Further, :
F S φχ ×→  denotes the F -dimensional feature space. When using structured prediction methods, our interests are generally to find the parameters [18] . In order to find the model parameter w which best describs the possible labeling i sS ∈ of i x χ ∈ , we can construct a task loss (,)( ) xs s l that measures the fitness of any labeling ŝS ∈ . After training, our main purpose is to minimize the negative loss-augmented data-log-posterior [18] :
where vector (,) (,)
denotes the empirical mean. In [18] , the authors also proposed an optimization method, namely distributed structured prediction learning algorithm for large scale models, which can effectively handle the computation time and the memory demands problems for big data scenarios. The main purpose of mining structured relations from a set of data is to aggregate massive amounts of data and divide it into smaller chunks which can be easily handled by machine learning systems. High Scalability and High Speed. The unprecedented volumes of big data require quite high scalability of their data mining and processing tools. In current researches, the techniques which are used to enhance the scalability issue of machine learning algorithms mainly focus on the following two aspects: i) the scalability of cloud computing makes it possible to analyze enormous datasets, which aggregates multiple workloads with varying performance goals into multi-tenanted computing clusters. Machine learning with cloud computing owns more efficient and higher performance for processing and analyzing big data; ii) distributed storage and parallel computing have helped to solve machine learning algorithms' scalability problems. Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is a distributed storage system which is designed for storing very large data files, running on clusters on commodity hardware [8] . MapReduce is the programming paradigm with parallel data processing allowing massive scalability [5] . However, MapReduce suffers from an obvious weakness that it does not support iterations, leading to restricting the performances of machine learning algorithms [19] . Some extending studies for efficient iterative computations have been proposed, such as Graphlab [7] , Twister [19] , iMapReduce [20] , and i 2 MapReduce [21] . With the combination of cloud computing and distributed-parallel frameworks, the scalability of machine learning techniques can be greatly improved.
The capability of fast accessing and mining big data are also important abilities that the machine learning techniques have to possess. Speed is also relevant to scalability, solving anyone of them will help the other one [22] . The speed of data processing depends on two major factors: data access time and the efficiency of the learning algorithms themselves. In special time, we must finish some tasks within a certain period of time, otherwise, the processing results become less valuable or even worthless. For example, stock market prediction, earthquake prediction and agent-based autonomous exchange systems are the typical applications with real-time requests. Time-sensitive applications that require real-time response and processing need real-time computation and online implementations of machine learning algorithms. A useful approach to boost the speed of big data processing is through maximally identifying and exploiting the potential parallelism in the machine learning algorithms. High scalability and high speed can give machine learning high power to handle big data.
Discussions. In terms of these new features mentioned above, sparse representation and feature selection are mainly aimed at the characteristics of high dimension for big data by means of effective dimensionality reduction. Mining structured relations mainly focuses on the heterogeneous natures of big data with the method of inferring the structure behind the data to divid massive amounts of data into smaller chunks. And high scalability and high speed are aimed at large scale and real-time features of big data, respectively. In the age of big data, machine learning techineques have to possess these abilities to effectively and efficiently process big data problems.
A Reference Framework Based on Machine Learning for Big Data Processing
Since machine learning techniques can gradually achieve human-like learning, it is becoming tightly associated with big data. In this section, we propose a kind of reference framework model for big data processing based on machine learning with the power of distributed storage and parallel computing. Fig. 2 . The proposed reference framework based on machine learning for big data processing.
As described in Fig. 2 , we suppose the big data processing procedure mainly consists of the following four phases: pre-processing phase, analysis phase, model establishment phase and model updating phase. Because data sources almost cover all different kinds of domains, raw big data collecting from the environment are greatly complex and has tremendous redundancies. Therefore, we need delete the invalid and dirty data at first in pre-processing phase. In addition, we frequently have to face massive uncertain and incomplete data in real life and we need append some important attributes to improve their processing practicability. After raw data pre-processing phase, we need analyze these valid and useful data to find out how to utilize the data through trial and error. Data visualization is a fundamental problem in the analysis of big data, and we can adopt sparse representation to achieve effective dimension reduction for the high-dimensional data. Through essential parameters analysis, we should be able to select some important features to establish the feasible model for dealing with real problems. In terms of model establishment phase, we try to mine the structured relations between data to obtain statistical information and trend at first, and then split data into training and testing sets. In the end, we can decide what kind of model should be generated for utilization and build up the corresponding model. While the model is established, we need configure parameters for the model and apply the generated model obtained from the model establishment phase into actual operations to test the performance of the big data processing model. In this phase, we emphasize the input data is real-time. We should make dynamic adjustments to update the model based on effects of model application.
In terms of the four phases in the procedure of big data processing, the anterior three phases are offline processing. In these phases, we are able to adopt offline learning methods which include two categories of supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In the model testing and updating phase, we mainly focus on the real-time characteristic of input data. To deal with the problem of real-time processing, online learning methods are necessary and the reinforcement learning is preferred. Although the study in the field of traditional machine learning techniques has reached a state of relative maturity, some advanced learning methods need to be developed for making up the deficiencies of traditional learning methods in the context of big data. Extreme learning machine is an important algorithm which has been shown to achieve better generalization performance than other conventional learning algorithms at extremely high learning speed [10, 11, 23] . Deep learning is currently another extremely active research area in machine learning, impacting a wide range of data processing work [24, 25] . Due to their unique advantages for dealing with big data problems, these two novel machine learning techniques have found widespread applications in big data processing problems [10, 11, 25] . To promote the scalability of machine learning algorithms, all these processing procedures need to run on the distributed storage systems and parallel computing platforms or frameworks. Several attempts have been made on exploiting massive distributed storage systems which can manage large scale datasets, such as Google File System (GFS) [26] , BigTable [27] , and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [8] . Some parallel processing platforms and tools include MapReduce, Twister, Dryad, Graphlab, Hadoop, and Haloop [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] 19 ]. The framework model based on machine learning with the ability of distributed storage and parallel computing has strong performance for managing big data tasks.
Research Challenges and Open Issues
Machine learning is a powerful and essential tool for accomplishing many tasks and problems associated with big data, but current researches and developments are still faced with a lot of great research challenges for big data processing. In order to realize the full potential of big data, we need to address several major research challenges and open issues, including the following (but not limited to): l How to explore and exploit the useful information hidden in big data by using machine learning techniques should draw further attention, as large quantities of useful data are getting lost since new data is largely untagged and unstructured data. l In most existing machine learning applications, the researchers just apply single learning algorithm or technique to deal with practical problems, but it is important to realize that each approach has strengths and weaknesses. Thus the idea of hybrid learning should be further considered at present big data background. l The characteristics of big data make the data visualization an enormously challenging task. The recent visualization techniques like dimension reduction can only give an abstract view of the data. Therefore, how to use machine learning techniques to give true geometric representations for big data also needs to be investigated.
Conclusions
In this paper, we firstly provided an overview about big data and summarized the types and characteristics of big data. In order to highlight the differences of machine learning techniques in the context of big data, we then analyzed the new features of machine learning with big data. We also proposed a reference framework for processing big data based on machine learning techniques with the power of distributed storage and parallel computing. Finally, we presented sevetal research challenges and open issues. We hope that this survey can stimulate more interests in research and development of techniques based on machine learning for big data processing.
